Ab initio calculations of electron distributions in heme-CO models.
We have, by the use of ab initio calculations, found a back-bonding state of pi symmetry close to the Fermi level for CO bound to FeN5C14. We thus find it likely that small shifts of the redox potential magnitude of EF - EV magnitude of will cause relatively large changes of the CO vibrational frequency. The separation of Fe 3d orbitals in our heme model is found to agree with what is predicted by ligand field theory for Oh symmetry. This paper presents nonrelativistic Hartree-Fock-Slater calculations of the 5 sigma bonding and 2 pi back-bonding between CO and Fe. The effects of up to 19 additional atoms are discussed for models of heme (COFe to COFeN5C14). The filled back-bonding state is found to be strongly influenced by second nearest neighbor atoms. By use of symmetry orbitals we have resolved the Fe 3d orbitals into the T2g and Eg representations of the Oh point group and find the former states to be occupied whereas the latter are unoccupied. The difference in occupancy is reduced when the CO ligand is removed which also causes an increased density of states at the Fermi level, i.e., the highest occupied and lowest unoccupied orbitals. Possible correlations between our data and experimental results are discussed for heme proteins as well as for metal surfaces.